HYPER-GRAPH BASED VISUALIZED CLUSTERING APPROACH (HVCA) FOR EFFECTIVE DATA PARTITIONING
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Abstract: Clustering is primarily used to detect the similar objects for determining of groups or clusters. Top clustering methods, such as k-means and hierarchical clustering are unable to find the initial number of clusters, i.e., it cannot access the value of clustering tendency. Many automatic cluster number detection methods are investigated for this purpose. It is studied that visual access tendency (VAT) is one of approach for effective cluster detection method. It takes the input as dissimilarity features for a set of objects and reorders the dissimilarity matrix according to order of most similar objects. It shows the number of clusters as square shaped dark blocks visually in the image of reordered dissimilarity matrix. Visualized clustering approach (VCA) captures the clusters labels of objects during clustering process. However, context-aware based dissimilarity information gives more informative cluster assessment in VCA. Thus, hyper graph is constructed to create context based aware for a set of objects in the proposed hyper-graph based visualized clustering approach (HVCA). Two performance measures are used for demonstrating the efficiency of proposed HVCA in the experimental study.
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1. Introduction

The bunching is utilized as a part of an extensive variety of genuine applications, incorporates information grouping [8], picture division [17], design acknowledgment, video movement division and so on. The fundamental idea of grouping is unsupervised since it plays out the bunching undertaking of unlabeled information. Most grouping calculations are explored, for example, k-implies [8], progressive bunching idea [9], thickness based grouping idea [20], and chart based bunching [10]. The k-means is a classical algorithm and it creates the initial number of clusters with initially assigned objects. Initial number of clusters may influence the clustering results. The number of clusters for k-means [8] is given by the user itself. However, sometimes the user may attempt the unsuitable number of clusters in k-means. We have observed that same issue is arisen in other clustering algorithms [7]. After the rigorous study, we address the best solution of clustering tendency (or number of clusters) from [1, 2, 3, 15, 16], they proposed a visual access tendency (VAT) [2] (with different versions such as SpecVAT, and iVAT). The VAT is an automatic cluster detection tool, which can determine the number of clusters in a visual view, hence, is known as the visualized procedure. The major contribution of the VAT is finding the dissimilarity features between data objects. These features are derived using metrics such as Euclidean, and Cosine. The exact discrimination between objects is helped for VAT to detect the number of clusters. The context-based dissimilarity features provide more assessment of discrimination between data objects. Thus, we use a context-aware [3] based dissimilarity features in our extended VAT for improvising the access tendency of clusters. The present clustering algorithms use a clustering tendency in their algorithms for accessing of clustering results but it leads to very expensive steps since we merge the two procedures for achieving of clustering results, which are as follows: (1) VAT and (2) any clustering algorithm. VAT detects the number of clusters ‘c’ from unlabeled data, and clustering algorithms use a value of ‘c’ as input, and it generates the clustering results for ‘c’ clusters. Due to the concern of expensive steps of the hybrid procedure, we propose a straight clustering procedure, which is capable to extract the clustering results directly from context-aware-based-VAT [13]. The context-aware based dissimilarity between data objects is derived in [10], which use a k-nearest neighbor concept for a finding of hyperedges, and it finds the dissimilarity features of data objects in respect to hyperedges [11]. Our method extracts the efficient clustering results from context-aware based Visualized Clustering Procedure (CAVCA). The technical procedure of VCA is described in [13]. The summary of contributions of the paper is defined as follows:

1. The optimal automatic cluster detection method is introduced
2. The context-based dissimilarity matrix is derived.
3. The basic procedure of VAT is re-designed by context-aware based dissimilarity matrix; the respective algorithm is introduced in this paper.
4. The newer version of VCA is presented for the purpose of extracting the efficient clustering results from CAVAT or (VAT).
5. The empirical analysis is performed for our results.
6. The experimental evaluations are performed to proving the effectiveness of our method.
7. The clustering validation index (CVI) [14, 15] measures are evaluated for the purpose of validating our clustering results.

Section 2 displays the writing investigation of the work, Section 3 talks about the imagined grouping approach (VCA), Section 4 introduces the proposed technique, Section 5 reports the trial investigation of the paper, and Section 6 exhibits the conclusion and future extent of the work.

2. Literature Study

Automatic detection of a number of clusters is recognized as a major problem in the clustering of unlabeled data. Many clustering techniques [7] require the prior number of clusters ‘c’ for achieving the efficient clustering results because the quality of clusters heavily depends on the correct estimation of ‘c’. Seek the correct number of clusters for unlabeled data is usually called as clustering tendency. We studied some methods for the purpose of finding clustering tendency. The statistically based technique for performing the clustering tendency assessment [11] is discussed in Yingkang, H.; Hathaway [4]. Mean-Shift (MS) [19] succeeds in the area of speech clustering, and it finds the modes (or clusters) for unlabeled data in a non-parametric form; it is known as a mode-seeking procedure, the motivation of MS is happening by its non-parametric nature. The clustering results of MS depend on bandwidth parameter. The selection of the value of this parameter in MS is a critical task due to the reason of its dynamic nature, so it is one of the limitations of the mean-shift procedure. Bayesian information criteria(BIC) is the popular approach for data segmentation [17]. We can estimate the number of clusters by BIC but it may be very sensitive to large data. During the investigation of automatic cluster detection, we borrowed the vital concept from Bezdek et al. [5,12], they developed VAT, which uses a pairwise dissimilarity information in \( n \times n \) image form for a set of \( n \) objects as the input of VAT. It shows the highlights of potential clusters information using reordered dissimilarity image (RDI) [2] as output. VAT is a clustering tendency tool, this is used for the purpose of exploratory data analysis. It aims to generate the potential clusters as groups along the diagonal in the result of VAT Image. Recently, several algorithms extend the VAT for related clustering assessments problems [1, 2, 3], the coVAT[19] is designed for detecting the clustering tendency in the co-clustering problem. For very large data cases, we use a bigVAT[12] for solving the issue of scalability. Most of the clustering applications involve the complex data structures; it demands the more reliable approach. In the concern or assumptions of compact and well clustering properties, Lian Wang et al.[16] have presented the SpecVAT, it uses a spectral (or Eigen concept) in the VAT for reliable estimation of clusters via visual inspection of SpecVAT image. An improved VAT (iVAT) [14, 15] is recently proposed by C. Havens et al. [14], they suggest that iVAT has made a significant visual improvement in the clarity of resulting image compared to VAT image. Thus, it helps to easily detect a number of clusters in iVAT. These present techniques have detected the prior clusters of unlabeled data, it also required to find the clustering labels of every data object i.e we need to generate the “good” partitioning results. From these VAT procedures, we have the knowledge of clusters but we require clustering algorithm for generating the clustering results. This hybrid approach (both VAT and any clustering algorithm) is capable to produce the clustering results along with a known number of clusters. But it is the very expensive approach. For solving this issue, we propose a directly visualized clustering procedure of VAT (and SpecVAT) for generating the clustering results as well as clustering tendency. In our paper, we can also refine the procedure for finding the dissimilarity matrix by context-aware concept [3]. The context-aware based dissimilarity matrix increases the performance of visualized clustering procedure. It is explained in the proposed work. Context-aware based dissimilarity measure lead to the robust clustering results even the data have noisy. The contextual dissimilarity information of a set of objects is in more stable form, the main reason is that it takes the consideration of local grouping problem and nearest neighbor information of each vertex. The main motivation of this paper is to find the prior clustering tendency, and then design a robust data clustering algorithm for VAT (and SpecVAT). We attempt the two issues in this paper, i.e to how to detect the correct clustering tendency in an unsupervised way using context-aware based VAT (and SpecVAT), and how to extract the clustering results from a visualized clustering approaches, namely, CAVAT, and CASpecVAT. The different versions of the VAT are discussed in the following section.

3. Proposed Methodology

Our work is initially built upon data partitioning using VAT, so we use the visualized clustering approach (VCA) algorithm. We can give the first glance is to detect the prior clustering tendency, later we find the respective clustering results by VCA for the
hypergraph, hence it is known as HVCA. We follow the three vital steps in VCA and these are described here: 1) The VAT image is derived from the input of dissimilarity matrix of a set of data objects. The flexible metrics are used to compute the dissimilarity features in a matrix form. 2) The derived VAT image always suggests that members of clusters. The crisp partition matrix defines the data partition results from VAT image. 3) The current labels of data members are compared with ground truth labels in order to find the clustering accuracy. The HVCA algorithm is outlined as follows.

**Algorithm: HVCA**

**Input:** Dissimilarity Matrix for hypergraph
- N: Number of objects

**Output:** k: Number of Clusters

**Method:**

**Step 1:**
- \([RD]\) = VAT(D)
- \(VAT\_Im=Image(RD)\)
- k = No of Square Shaped Dark Blocks (VAT_Im)

**Step 2:**
- For \(i = 1: k\)
  - Find data objects at each partition \(i\) using crisp partition matrix
- End for

**Step 3:**
- Map the data objects and find the ground truth labels using Khaus-munkres function for finding of clustering accuracy

Recently, the spectral concept is very familiar because it is used in a graph analysis for various applications such as dimensionality reduction [22], video segmentation [17], and data clustering [18]. The spectral graphs use the Eigenvectors for analyzing of graph adjacency, it is used to define a geometrical graph, hence the spectral based clustering results reveals the hidden cluster structure even the data is in complex-shaped. The respective VAT algorithm is introduced in [16], called the SpecVAT. After the thorough study of SpecVAT, we recommend the same VCA to retrieving the better data partition results from the SpecVAT image instead of VAT image in step 2. The proposed changes are done in the spectral based HVCA, called the SpecVCA. The HSpecVCA algorithm is described as follows.

**Algorithm: HSpecVCA**

**Input:** Dissimilarity Matrix
- N: Number of objects

**Output:** k: Number of Clusters

**Method:**

**Step 1:**
- \([RD]\) = SpecVAT(D)
- \(SpecVAT\_Im=Image(RD)\)
- k = No of Square Shaped Dark Blocks (SpecVAT_Im)

**Step 2:**
- For \(i = 1: k\)
  - Find data objects at each partition \(i\) using crisp partition matrix
- End for

**Step 3:**
- Map the data objects and find the ground truth labels using Khaus-munkres function for finding of clustering accuracy

We have emerged to find the best optimal clustering results from either VAT or SpecVAT image. The nature of bunching comes about relies upon either best VAT picture or SpecVAT picture as far as clearness of piece structures. Fig. 1 shows the clearness of piece structures for both VAT and SpecVAT pictures for manufactured information.

![VAT image and SpecVAT image for synthetic data](image-url)
The HSpecVAT finishes up the more lucidity for various groups than VAT picture utilizing piece structures of hyper-chart. In light of this perception of a ghostly idea, we emphatically wish to install the difference highlights of an arrangement of articles in a k-dimensional otherworldly insert space, where k alludes the number of Eigenvectors and each datum point is supplanted with another ghastly space. The various important steps are noted in the HSpecVAT as follows.

1. Compute the distance matrix \(W\) for a set of objects using the local statistics of k-nearest neighbors, which results maximize affinities within clusters, and minimize affinities across clusters.

2. We construct the normalized Laplacian matrix \(L\) as follows
   \[
   L = M^{1/2}(M - W)M^{1/2}
   \]

3. Choose the k largest Eigenvectors of L to form the Eigen matrix \(V = [v_1, v_2, ..., v_k] \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times k}\)

4. Normalized the V with Euclidean norm to define \(V^1\)

5. Find a new dissimilarity matrix(Dnew) of \(V^1\) in respect to n objects (of k-Eigen dimensions)

6. Apply the VAT for Dnew to obtain the SpecVAT image

The cSpecVAT is another improvement of SpecVAT, in which the dissimilarity matrix is computed using cosine metric instead of Euclidean in step 5. The cSpecVAT is more robust than SpecVAT in most of the real datasets. The cSpecVAT is described in [16].

Therefore, we made an observation that finding the accurate dissimilarities is a crucial step in clustering. To enable the accurate dissimilarities from pairwise objects is addressed using the surrounding contexts of objects and this idea is borrowed originally from [21]. Required steps are and changes are proposed in the present systems for improving the quality of clustering results in our work.

4. Experimental Results

In this experimental study, proposed HVCA is evaluated using synthetic datasets, real data sets, and speech datasets. The clustering accuracy (CA) [5, 6], and normalized mutual information (NMI) [5, 6] are used in the experimental study for evaluating the proposed methods.

4.1. Datasets Description

The accompanying benchmarked datasets are utilized as a part of the test ponder. The datasets are as per the following: four engineered datasets (S-1 to S-4 in Fig. 3), and eight genuine datasets (R-1 to R-8) from [21]. The subtle elements of these datasets are displayed in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Description of the Datasets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real Dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Synthetic Datasets (S-1 to S-4)

Existing methodologies VAT and SpecVAT determines the number of clusters from their VAT and SpecVAT Images; Our proposed methodologies i.e., HVCA and HSpecVCA access the clusters labels from the VAT and SpecVAT Images along with labels of objects by crisp partitioning concept. Cluster quality of HVCA and HSpecVCA is determined by two performance parameters, such as clustering accuracy and normalized mutual information in following tables Table 1 and Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Clustering Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name of Dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Normalized Mutual Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Dataset</th>
<th>HVCA</th>
<th>HSpecVCA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R-1</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-2</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-3</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-4</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-5</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-6</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-7</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-8</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-1</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-2</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-3</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-4</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Tables 1 and 2, it is observed that CA and NMA values are high in HSpecVCA, thus it produces more quality of clusters than HVCA method.

5. Conclusion

Traditional methods are unable to access the prior knowledge about a number of clusters for comprehensive datasets. Therefore, this paper is focused on accessing of prior number of clusters along with the quality of clusters. Proposed methodologies, HVCA and HSpecVCA are addressed the problems of prior knowledge about a number of clusters from the VAT and SpecVAT Images and also discovers the quality of clusters by crisp partition matrix concepts. From the experimental results, it is observed that spectral based proposed methodology produces more quality of clusters.
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